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Hi Peoples

This flying season has only had one event, the Roy Rob which
was run and won with reasonably strong wind and few fliers but
it seemed to be enjoyed by all.

It was very good to see Peter van de Waterbeemd had made the trip from NSW, a
very welcome visitor indeed.

The Ballarat comp that was to held on the 18th and 19th March was called off be-
cause of the forecast of very hot windy conditions and a total fire ban on the Sat-
urday and windy on Sunday, a very wise decision by the committee.

I have been flying only electric models and keeping all my I/C models for the upcom-
ing West Wyalong SAM Champs comp at Easter.

We are leaving on Tuesday as the comp has been brought for-
ward one day as flying starts on Wednesday now.

All the best, see you all when I get back with all the trophies I
am going to win.

Steve Gullock
President SAM600
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ROY ROB Memorial Trophy
February 26th 2023

P&DARCS Field.

Another Roy Rob was with us but not with a very good weather forecast and
when we arrived the wind was quite strong but it was decided by all flyers we
should press ahead with the comp with three rounds, two to count and see what
happens.

Texaco was the first event of the day but only for I/C as they were going to hold
an unofficial 1300 Texaco comp when the Roy Rob was over.

There were 7 entries with a mixture of models not all bombers, a pleasant
change.  The wind caused some dramas on take-off and landing with Pat Keeley
almost losing it on takeoff and Steve Gullock's model having to have a prop
change as it didn't move forward at all into the head wind but it worked well as
he came home 1st in this event and Don Grant lost his model downwind on the
other side of a canal, I think most of us were glad when this event was over as it
was very nerve racking and made you hungry; so lunch was on.

As we have said many times Cohuna and P & DARCS compete strongly to have the
best hamburgers and this weekend was no exception, they were terrific.

After lunch was the fast climbing Duration event, again I/C only, the wind didn't
create as many problems as the previous comp as they have much better pene-
trating power, the only casualty being Steve Gullock with his Dooling 29 playing
up.

The event was dominated by the two wind-loving Cumulus's with Lyn Clifford 1st

and me 17 seconds behind him coming 2nd with our visitor from NSW Peter van
de Waterbeemd flying his Bomber coming in 3rd.

Next was going to be the unofficial 1300 Texaco event but we were told the Roy
Rob was over and we had to clear the strip for a test flight of a very large F86 Sa-
bre jet model that was being certified.  We believe this cost the chap who owns it
$30,000 !!! it was fantastic to watch.

It was then the presentation and more problems as we couldn't split the score to
get a winner for the Roy Rob trophy.  So it was decided that this year we had a
draw between Lyn Clifford and Steve Gullock with both members to receive a tro-
phy.

All in all it was a very good comp despite the strong wind.

Thank you P&DARCS and most of all Peter Harris and the canteen people for mak-
ing this very good event possible and making us feel so welcome.

Also a big thanks to Tegan Clifford and Rod Barclay for the great photos which
accompany this report.

Kevin Fryer
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Top Left:  Peter van de Waterbeemd sends Pat Keeley’s Airborne on its way.

Above:  Car Park.

Bottom Left:  Bombers landing, left Peter van de Waterbeemd and right Don Grant.

Below:  Peter van de Waterbeemd’s Bomber, McCoy 60 power, in Duration event.
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Top Left:  Cliff McIvor’s Bomber on its way.

Left:  Don Grant is way up there with his Bomber.

Top:  Lyn Clifford’s MG-2 checked and ready to go.  Lyn and daughter Tegan (who provided all the great
photos for us) standing in the rear.

Top Right:  Kevin Fryer keeping a close eye on his Cumulus with Cliff McIvor assisting.

Above Left:  Texaco Winners, L-R Kevin Fryer 3rd, Steve Gullock 1st and Peter van de Waterbeemd 2nd.

Above Right:  L-R SAM 600 Vice President Lyn Clifford, P&DARCS’ host, Peter Harris and SAM 600
President Steve Gullock conducting the Presentation of trophies.
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Page 6-7:  Early starters in the great pit area at P&DARCS Club, Melbourne, Victoria.
Top Right:  Ian Robinson’s Playboy in Duration.    Bottom Right:  Duration competitors.

Below:  Pat Keeley up high and concentrating.
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The Roy Robinson Trophy event was held by SAM600 at the
Pakenham and District Aircraft Radio Control Society
(P&DARCS) field on 26th February, 2023.  This is a field locat-

ed to the south west of Melbourne on a flood plain, an area unlikely to be developed.
The field has three runways arranged in a U pattern.  We were flying on the West-
ern runway which runs roughly north south with the main cross runway closed ensur-
ing there was no flying overlap.

The winner of the Roy Robinson Trophy is selected on the combined results of two
events, Texaco and Duration, on the basis of three points for First, two points for
Second and one point for Third.

The day unfortunately started badly with wind and light rain when we were setting
up but by the time the Texaco event eventually started at quarter to eleven, the
rain had gone, replaced by sunshine, but the wind was still there, I guess at around
15 kph.

SAM600 flies events in open rounds with a time set for all four rounds to be com-
pleted.  At the P&DARCS field there is a height limit of 1500’ and thus it was de-
termined that engine run times and fuel allocations would be decreased to 3/4 of
normal.  This meant that my Texaco model which would normally have 18 cc of fuel,
this would be limited to 3/4 of that and the closest to that was 14cc.

The Texaco event started slowly.  I was teamed up with Pat Keely and we flew al-
ternate flights and this enabled us to finish the eight flights by about 12 or 12:30.

I’ve not had the chance to spend time with Pat before but I thoroughly enjoyed his
company during the two events.  At the end of the rounds, four flyers ended up in
the fly off; Steve Gullock, Kevin Fryer, Don Grant and myself.  The wind was blowing
very strongly and Don Grant’s model was blown downwind to the east into the
badlands.  By the end of the day, I understand that he had still not recovered the
model.  The fly off times were nothing spectacular but Steve Gullock was First, I
was Second with Kevin Fryer Third.

All flying activity ceased for lunch with the specialty of the house, hamburger, pre-
pared and served by Peter Harris.  An excellent repast.

Duration was flown after lunch.  The wind was still strong.  Kevin Fryer had a Cumu-
lus along with Lyn Clifford.  I was flying my normal Duration Bomber and again the
same format was employed as for Texaco with open rounds and a time limit for com-
pletion of the rounds.  24 seconds engine run for the McCoy.  From memory, there
were four models in the flyoff.  I did make it, however, I had an engine over-run
which was my own fault, and as a result I was out of the fly-off.  I believe the even-
tual winner was Lyn Clifford with Kevin Fryer Second and a Third, if you can call it
that for myself, and Pat Keeley who unfortunately landed out.

The result for the winner of the Roy Robinson trophy was not clear because there
were two persons on the same score in the end it was decided that there would be
joint winners in Lyn Clifford and Steve Gullock.  Congratulations.  Trophies were
presented by Peter Harris on behalf of the P&DARCS club.

As a SAM1788 member I am not used to the open rounds system flown by SAM600.
The system certainly works and with a set time (deadline) for the rounds to be
completed, there was no time wasted because someone hadn’t flown yet in a round
and all other contestants sit around and wait.   Something to be considered.

It was also planned to fly 1300mAh version of Texaco.  Unfortunately, we ran out
of time as the management of P&DARCS decided that the main runway needed to
be opened and thus 1300 milliamp Texaco was not run.  This was not part of Roy
Robinson but was there to be flown if one had a model.

An amazing sight at the P&DARCS field was a scale model of the military Sabre jet
(the type flown in the Korean War) and this was a huge model.   I’m guessing, from a
distance, that the fuselage was around three to four metres long.   It was the
maiden flight for the model and it was flown in quite gusty conditions.  The flight
went off without a hitch and the model looked and sounded just like the real thing.
A real credit to the builder.

I have been to the P&DARCS field on a number of occasions and I am always
amazed at the diversity of models flown by members of the club.  Jets, F3A aero-
batics, vintage pattern, IMAC which has some very large aircraft, scale, sports
models, lots of foamies, gliders, helicopters and drones.  They are all there at one
time or another.  A very diverse group of modellers who are extremely friendly and
welcoming.

It was an interesting day’s flying.  A long way to go from Eden to Melbourne.  How-
ever, as I was staying at my son’s place it was a worthwhile weekend.  I am planning
to be there next year and make sure that I do not have an over-run in Duration.

ROY ROB Memorial Trophy
February 26th 2023 - P&DARCS Field

Report by Peter van de Waterbeemd

Roy Rob
Texaco Winners,

Left-Right:
Kevin Fryer 3rd,
Steve Gullock 1st
and Peter van de
Waterbeemd 2nd.
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Steve Gullock's 1300 Texaco Event.
From Don Grant.
Due to complaints from fellow flyers about what they conceived as a complicated MAAA
Rules for choosing a battery for Electric Texaco, Steve Gullock has developed the
1300mah class for Electric Texaco.  It is based on wing area rather than weight and
one battery size.  The wing area rule is a minimum of 480 sq.in., no maximum. The
battery is a 1300mah 3s.

The object was to create a simple relaxing class to get unused Old Timer I.C. models
converted to electric and out of sheds and on to flying fields.  The targeted size mod-
els were standard size Playboys and ARF Bombers etc.  None of the 1939 restrictions.

A ten minute max and because these models fly so well the fly offs are limited to 30
minutes with places decided on battery capacity left, if the fly off goes longer than 30
minutes.

Some flyers have inquired about folding props for this class but they could only be used
on pointy nosed models.  In my opinion anything that makes these models fly better is
no advantage.

I have attached a photo taken at a recent comp of the 1300mah class flyers.

Unfortunately we weren't able to fly a scheduled 1300 Texaco comp which was to take
place after the main Roy Rob comp was finished as a club member of the hosting club
had turned up with a large scale Sabre jet to be approved and maidened.  He wouldn't
fly while we were flying even though we were on another strip so we didn't fly.

With my 72 inch wingspan Playboy I can get three climbs to 1000ft from a 1300mah
battery.  So I am experimenting with larger 3s battery sizes in a 93% Bomber to find a
battery which will make this Bomber competitive with the smaller models.  I can't get
near that performance with the suggested battery size as set out in the MAAA Electric
Texaco rules.

L to R: Kevin Fryer/Cumulus, Peter van de Waterbeemd/Sailplane, Don Grant/72inch Playboy,
Lyn Clifford/Lanzo Racer, and Steve Gullock 650sq.in Lil’Diamond.
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From Don Grant, Treasurer SAM 600.

Hello All

Those of you who were at the recent Roy Rob event will know that I lost my Bomb-
er when I got too far down wind and couldn't get it back.  It landed in the drain area
to the east of the field.

A P&DARCS member was there with his Mavic Drone and looked for it, then down-
loaded the images onto my phone, which I put on my computer that night and found
an indistinct image of the plane.

Gavin Dunn then went to the field that evening and flew his drone right over my lost
Bomber and together with the other images he took it showed the exact location in
relation to markers on the ground.

Fortunately the gate into the centre of the drain area is unlocked and the central
track has been slashed recently.  It took me an hour to cut my way in through black
berries and gorse using hedge trimmers.

My Bomber had landed/crashed? on tall reeds.  Two meters to the south and it
would have been in water in a deep drain.  Apart from a small indentation on the
pylon it is undamaged.

Many thanks to Gavin for his effort and time to go there and look for it.  Without his
precise location photos finding the model would have been a lot harder.

Don Grant.

Top:  Downed Bomber in the weeds.  Above Left:  Don returning from a long and successful
retrieval of his Bomber.  Above Right:  Don enjoying an earlier flight in the Roy Rob event.

1/2 A Texaco winners at the SAM 600 Swan Hill Easter Competition.  Left:  Bill
Britcher with his “Red Ripper” 3rd.  Centre:  Fred Stebbing and his “Stardust Special”
1st.  Right:  Don Howie and his “Cumulus” in 2nd Place. Over
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“Roughing It” (Observations from Barry Barton)

A new Phenomenon has struck the Victorian Old Timer movement
known as “Roughing It”.  Not in any way allied to crickets “sledging”, it
involves a return to basics driven by economic pressures which has
led in most of its exponents to a surprising preference over to fore-
cast their performance, much speculation on the upcoming weather
and its influence on particular men and their models was indulged in,
whilst the occasional wine or beer was taken to ward off the chill
night air.  The previous “Roughout” at Haddon had a great camp fire, -
too dry this time around.

Night two, with a day’s competition done saw a full camp of
“Roughers” with even more talk about “unlucky” poor performance,
maxes just missed, whilst the highly-placed indulged themselves in a
sip or two more of the many and varied bottles on the communal ta-
ble while quality food was cooked and shared around in a most egali-
tarian fashion.

The evening progressed wonderfully well despite the chill highland
winds.  The experienced snuggled into their various “keep warm” aids,
including a padded quilt seen on the knees of two of the elderly.  A
serious attempt was made in the late evening to winkle out the
means by which one flyer’s Cox engines were thought to go better,
despite “vino being veritas” he refused to divulge his methods—a nig-
gardly attitude!

No drunkedness, no arguments, dollars saved whilst no one involved
felt disadvantaged by “Roughing it” !!

Barry Barton, shown with his 1/2A Texaco winner,
Don Broggini’s “Stardust Special”.
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Brian Stebbing took out first
place in 1/2A  Texaco at
Jerilderie, shown here with
his Half A model, the Don
Broggini “Stardust Special”.
Test flown “on the road”.
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AB Field

West Wyalong

DURATlON
TlMES

Firstly, if anyone, particularly interstate fliers, who
would like a model to fly at the SAM Champs please

‘phone me.  I may be able to supply a model, with transmitter, ready to go.
I will not be taking any spare models on the chance of someone needing one.
So, ‘phone me (02) 9624 1262 to take up the offer.

I feel that we may be down on numbers this year as The Queenslanders,
rather than support the SAM 1788 Championships, have decided to run an
event in opposition.  I feel that this is very poor form on their part and
does not help the Old Timer movement if it fragments into smaller events
and groups.  With fliers getting older, and fewer, breaking things up is not a
good sign.  With few fliers from other states (there are very few fliers
left in some states), maybe the time is coming, and it seems inevitable,
when Old Timer comps are just a memory.

Everything is in place for the SAM 1788 champs: trophies, door prize, raf-
fle prize, free BBQ and AGM, thanks to the men’s shed.

Presentation dinner is pay as you go in a quiet room at the hotel.  All we
need is good weather.  The facilities at the farm are to have a working bee
take place soon.  So all areas that we use will be mown, including the camp-
ing area.  Showers etc will be serviced.

Some mention of the engine runs for two-stroke duration models as too lit-
tle: i.e., 20 seconds.  Now is not the time to complain as the rules committee
had these new rules passed by all States.  As we run by MAAA rules, that’s
what you get.  I, personally, have witnessed the speed and climb of some of
these hot shot specialised motors and would be surprised to find that they

SAM 1788 PRESlDENT’S REPORT.
From Peter Scott.

are no longer competitive.  We will see.  I was also told to put my spark
McCoys back on the shelf as they would also be non-competitive.  Well, I
used to shut my sparkies down at 30 secs anyway, after that I was flying a
smoke trail.  So, I’ll stick to my non-competitive model!!

Standard Duration:  I will repeat the procedure for engine revs checking
for those that will not hear –

Venturi only engines – LEANED-OUT, model held vertically, NOT richened-
up to get the revs in the limit.

Carby engines – a positive throttle stop must be used for full throttle i.e.
not adjustable at the transmitter.

IF we have a shit-fight again on the flight-line in this event, I will move at
the AGM that this class be dropped altogether.

This would leave my Standard Duration model to be used as a Duration mod-
el and I’m sure 20 seconds will be okay when a suitable engine is fitted – if
the wings stay on!

Looking forward to a great weeks flying and meeting
old friends at West Wyalong.

Peter Scott.
President.

G’Day All,

As far as I am concerned all is in hand for the upcoming
SAM Champs at West Wyalong.

We are prepared for the Annual General Meeting after the free BBQ at the
Men’s Shed on Saturday night 8th April, 2023.

All other Secretarial matters are up to date and at the moment I have no
further matters to deal with other than any late entries for the Champs.

Consequently I am checking out all of my models and am looking forward to
the upcoming events at West Wyalong.

Hope to see you all there.

Peter (Condo) Smith.
Secretary.

SAM 1788 SECRETARY’S REPORT.
From Peter (Condo) Smith.
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RESULTS  ORANGE OLD TIMER WEEKEND  4

th
-5

th
FEBRUARY, 2023.

The weather turned cold and windy, but sunny, on the Saturday.  Peter van de
Waterbeemd went to an op shop to buy a warm jacket.  Well worth the $10.  Not
what we expected for February in Orange!

Ten entries in all, not bad considering the time of year.

The first contest was Burford.  Very windy conditions but all ten entered.  The
contest was shortened to three rounds, two to count – due not only to the condi-
tions but the fact that we had three events.  Three competitors achieved two
maxes apiece. Peter van de Waterbeemd won the fly-off, using an Ollie, Condo
made second with his Dream Weaver and Paul Farthing was third with another
Ollie.

Nostalgia was our next contest.  Again, very windy and a few dropped out.  Three
rounds, two to count.  There was no fly-off necessary.  Paul Farthing won this
event flying his Ollie, with Peter Van de Waterbeemd second, flying his Swayback,
and Peter Scott third, flying a Dream Weaver.  Each model K&B powered.

Duration was up next but the wind was very gusty.  It was decided to fit this in on
Sunday as the weather forecast was more promising.

Saturday evening meal out was at the Royal Hotel.  Always good food at the right
price.

Sunday started with the Cabin Scramble at 9.15am.  The weather was fine and
sunny with just a light breeze.  All the models in the air at the same time was a
lovely sight.  Condo won this event, followed closely (17 seconds difference) by
Peter van de Waterbeemd.  Paul Farthing third.  (Typist’s note: please will all en-
trants of scrambles ensure they have a time keeper, with a pen, sorted before
they come to the start line).

Scramble was followed by ½A Texaco.  Nine flew and it was won by Craig
Thornton with a little Playboy.  Paul Farthing made second with his small RC1 and
Peter Scott was third flying a little Diamond.  Basil Healy had an interesting flight
with the Kerswap, on loan from Peter Scott.  It went off the air and flew really
well without outside interference!  It landed out, a fair way, but was retrieved in-
tact.  We found that the on/off switch was faulty.

After lunch we flew Texaco, the big contest of the weekend.  Four rounds, three

Orange MAC Old T imer Event
February 2023
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to count.  The weather had warmed considerably, enough to be called rather hot,
a bit windy but flyable.  Geoff Potter flew his Bomber high into a high tree in the
first round – probably after Jim Rae’s record!  George Bishop was the only flyer
using a spark motor with his vintage Flamingo. First place went to Paul Farthing
with his Bomber, Condo second with his Bomber and Peter Scott third, with Basil
Healy’s old Record Breaker powered by an Enya 4 stroke. Makes a change from
the Bomber.

We then flew a one-round, last person down, Duration. Peter Van de Waterbeemd
flew the wrong model while the one he should have been flying crashed. This is so
easily done, speaking from experience! (typist’s note – even after the wife queried
where it was going.) Paul Farthing had McCoy trouble which put him out. So, the
simple 4 stroke guys had an easy run. Alan Suley from Queensland, won this with
his Saito 62 powered Playboy, Craig Thornton came second with a Bomber and
Garry Whitten was third with his Saito powered Playboy.

Many thanks to the Orange club for a great weekend and fine catering. Same
weekend for next year has been booked. We hope to see some of you at the
Hunter Valley champs or at The SAMs Champs.

One thing to think of, if you are going to fly scramble, please try to organise a
time keeper before the contest.

Peter Scott.

Gordon Burford Event 1st Peter van de Waterbeemd, 2nd Peter (Condo) Smith and
3rd Paul Farthing (Missing).

Nostalgia Winners 2nd Peter van de Waterbeemd, 1st Paul Farthing and 3rd Peter Scott.

Duration Winners 3rd Garry Whitten, 1st Alan Suley and 2nd Craig Thornton.
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Top Left:  Winners in 1/2A Texaco 3rd Peter
Scott, 1st Craig Thornton, and 2nd Paul Farthing.

Above:  Winners in Texaco and the Alan Brown
Memorial Shield 2nd Peter (Condo) Smith, 1st and
winner of the Alan Brown Memorial Shield Paul
Farthing, 3rd Peter Scott.

Bottom Left:  SAM 1788 President Peter Scott
presenting 1st Place Badge in Old Timer Duration
to winner Alan Suley.  2nd Place getter Garry
Whitten in the background.

Left:  Orange MAC President Norm Barnes pre-
sents a very pleased Paul Farthing with the Alan
Brown Memorial Shield for Paul’s Texaco win. Well
done Paul.  No fly-off was required in Texaco as
Paul achieved the required three maxes in the
rounds, however the winning margin was just five
seconds, possibly close to a record for an Old Tim-
er event.
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About this Plan
Long Cabin. Free flight gas model, Baby cy-
clone power.

The original Long Cabin (oz2493) was first
published in Air Trails August 1937. This
here is a later redrawn version, from Model
Builder in 1976.

Quote: "Old Timer Model of the Month. The
Long Cabin. Designed by Robert Long. Re-
drawn by Phil Bernhard. Text by Bill
Northrop.
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It was a nice weekend all round.  We flew all comps.  Weather was a bit hot but
we sat under a tree and next to the Iveco van for good shade when not flying.  We
flew from the top of the hill so looked down on all those flying control line.  Cook-
ing was done on the field and the amenities for those camping were okay.

We had seven entrants in most contests, except scramble, where a place was
guaranteed.  The Muswellbrook club took the entries and supplied medallions for
placegetters.

Our first contest was Burford, seven flew.  I came third with the Dream Weaver,
Bob Marshall second with a Spacer and first place went to Paul Farthing with an
Ollie.  The air was hard to pick, height was a huge advantage to make use of the
hilly terrain: too low and things came down quickly.  Only two in the fly-off, and
Bob landed out!

After lunch we had Duration.  Condo had problems with his YS 53.  It kept stop-
ping.  No fly-off, Paul first again with McCoy on glo, I came second with a McCoy
on spark with Condo third.

We went to the Workers Club for a meal and were surrounded by control-liners.
Good food, great people, it was a good evening out.

On Sunday morning we had to wait to start scramble as the chuck and catapult
launched gliders were flying very near.  It was a hot day with no cloud.  We start-
ed the scramble late with only three entries.  All made good, and close scores.  I
came out on top with my Frog 100 engined Deacon, Condo second due to one out
landing, with his Tomboy and Paul third, also flying a Tomboy.

Next up – the big one, Texaco.  I was flying a Record Breaker that I bought from
Basil – you know the bloke who was giving up flying Old Timers!!  The trouble was,
I was only getting about two minutes engine run.  After my only full max, I landed
in the wrong area.  The lift during this contest was plentiful but required one to
be high-up and nearly over the road, which upset the club officials.  It was a no-
no!  Condo won this easily with his Bomber and Basil, with his old (very old)
Smaedic Stick coming second.  I was third in spite of landing in the wrong area.
Paul Farthing performed a trick landing approach but hit a little hard and the un-
dercart, along with engine were expelled!

So, that was the weekend.  The promise of many fliers didn’t happen but we had
a good time and will probably turn up next year.  It was good to see Gary Whitten
visit on Sunday – newly out of hospital.  When you realise that Antony Vicary had
a seven hour trip, Condo and Paul had 4 ½ hr trips, with 2 ¾ for us and very little
local interest in flying, maybe it’s a big ask to expect a big turn-up at this venue.

Peter Scott.

Burford
Winners
L to R:
2nd Bob
Marshall,
1st Paul
Farthing
and 3rd
Peter
Scott.

Hunter Valley Champs.  Old Timer Event .

4-5 March, 2023.

Report  from Peter Scott .  Photos Gail Scott .
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Above:  It was good to see Ian Connell at the HVC.  Top Centre:   Scramble winners  L to R
2nd Peter (Condo) Smith, 1st Peter Scott and 3rd Paul Farthing.  Top Right:  Paul Farthing
displays his trophy medallion in an unusual way.  Below:  Pit area for Old Timer, taking ad-
vantage of the shade from the trees at the edge of the flying field.  Right:  Trophy Medal-
lion presentation by SAM 1788 President Peter Scott.  Far Right:  Veteran Old Timer flyer
Basil Healy receiving his Trophy Medallion for 2nd in Texaco.
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Peter (Condo) Smith, after receiving his trophy
medal, was feeling very happy with his win in Old
Timer Texaco at the Hunter Valley Old Timer

event at Muswellbrook.
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LATEST MODEL from  JOHN &  KATH FRENCH
Here is my MG-2, it is in fact an enlarged copy of the Model Builder Half-A plan, from 50" up to 75" I seem to remember (I only

started it in December!)  Anyway, since those photos taken this morning, I have now covered the underside of the wing using

some almost 30 year old clear Micafilm which I bought in San Francisco when we went to Muncie, Indiana, in 1994 for the USA

SAM Champs there.  The full sized MG-2 has a lot of sheeting on the wing, just like the Miss America in fact, but the Half-A version

doesn't have it.  Neither does mine at over 6' so I'm hoping the clear Micafilm will hold the wing straight.

Regarding the photos I sent earlier, I've had a few rude comments (in fun of course) about the grumpy old man beside the model,

I honestly love it.  I miss the banter and camaraderie from the good old days.  The reason for my rather unhappy appearance was

only due to the sun burning out my retinas, my bald scalp was on fire, and I can't stay bent over for more than a few millisec-

onds, and Kath couldn't find the start button on my camera!  I was all right after!

All for now, the SIG Stixit should be ready for ironing the covering on top of the wing tonight.

Well, I've almost finished the 6'6" span MG-2 for a Thunder Tiger 36 two stroke glow.   Just over 3 lbs all up weight but no fuel.

Blue see through Solarfilm, very old stock and clear Micafilm,

John with his 2cc MG-2 at Canowindra awhile back.
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Above Top and above: Peter Werczyk with his

MG-2 at Canowindra.

Le :  MG-2 (Graham Sinclair, 'Sinkers') at

Canowindra.

Some photos from John French of MG-2s at various

Old Timer events over the years.  Some good mem-

ories here.

Top Le  and Above:   The late Bruce Knight with his

MG-2 at the Hunter Valley Championships late last

century.

Le  and Bo om Le :   Red and Yellow MG-2, own-

er unknown.
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SAM 270 WESTERN AUSTRALlA REPORT.
From Hans van Leeuwen.

On the modelling front there is not a lot to report
from Western Australia.

This summer has been very hot and windy and SAM
270 hasn't done anything of note since the last TAT.
Hope the upcoming Autumn and Winter is more
agreeable.

It's also been too hot to do much in the modelling room, so from my end
there's little to contribute.

I'll ask around for any other contributions as we have a Club Meeting at
my place next Friday evening.

We are going to do our annual pilgrimage to the East Coast of Australia
once again and take in the SAM 1788 Championships and our visit to our
Canberra brood.

Looking forward to seeing all our friends at the West Wyalong SAM
Champs.

Regards
Hans van Leeuwen.
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2023 Frank Ehling
International 1/2A Texaco

Postal Challenge.
The International 1/2A Texaco Postal Challenge for 2023,
marks the 38th year  for  the Challenge.  The Covid-19
pandemic was a  factor of  the  reduced number of teams
participating in the event.  Also due to Covid the 2022
event was not flown.  In 2020 we had five teams only, they
were; SAM 27 (Napa, Sonoma, Marin Counties, CA), SAM
78 & 95 (Czech Republic), SAM 119 Mocenok, Slovakia),
and SAM 114 (Germantown, OH).  SAM 114 served as host
being the 2019 winner.  In 2021 we only had three teams

participating and SAM 114 was again the winner. SAM 114 has been very
busy with preparing for the 2023 SAM Champs and other events so they
were happy to have another club run the event.  SAM 27 and Mike Clancy
volunteered to do the job.

The rules for the IPC are per the SAM Official Rule Book: minimum 8 ounc-
es per square foot of plan-form wing area, .049 Cox reed valve engine, 5.1cc
integral fuel tank, and propeller  limited  to 8 inch maximum diameter.  An
individual's score is the sum best two of three 15 minute max flights.

A max flight is worth 900 points.  The team score is sum of the top three
flyer’s scores.  Flying must be completed on the day chosen by the team
within a window which begins on September 1st and closes on November
30th. This broad window is intended to provide favourable  flying conditions
in both the Northern and Southern hemispheres.

In an effort to increase participation we are trying a couple of rules chang-
es which were used in the 2022 SAM Champs.  The upper date for plane
designs is now 1964.  The new planes must still fit the description of an Old
Timer.  Also, a plane may be flown by multiple pilots as separate entries.
E.g., a club that has only one Half A Texaco flyer could have two additional
pilots fly his plane and as a result would have a full entry for the contest.

I will be sending out this announcement several times prior to the window.

This is a very enjoyable event as team members work together.  This com-
petition has been around for a long time.  Let’s keep it going.

Attached is a Chapter Entry Form that you are welcome to use.  See this
form for information on where to send scores.

Mike Clancy SAM 27

Half A Texaco flyers of SAM 27
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The Contestor 60 engines appeared
in 1946, produced by Lucas a Smith in
California.  They were designed by
Dan Bunch and the construction gen-
erally followed that of his previous
engines.  However, in addition to the
traditional side port  induction de-
sign, engines had a removable alumi-
num head, ringed steel piston, forged
con rod and metal fuel tank.  They
used the same complex enclosed
timer as the Air-O-Mighty Midget.

The D-603 was made in very small numbers;  thus has be-
come more of a collector's item than the D-60R, which is
generally available at MECA Collectos.   These engines ran
well on glow so are normally found with the timer missing.
These timer parts are tough to find; however I have de-
vised a way to mount an 0 & R timer on the Contestor.
Anyone with a small metal lathe and basic skills can make
the conversion using the 0 & R repro timer available from
Vic Didelot.  The conversion parts can be installed and re-
moved without permanent changes to the original engine.
Send me a S.A.S.E. and I'll send you a drawing and instruc-
tions to make the conversion so you can fly your Contes-
tor.  The timer conversion will also work on the Air-O-
Mighty-Midget.

DISASSEMBLY: Contestors are threaded together and take
special  tools to disassemble and reassemble properly.

TIMER. Remove prop nut, prop washer, prop drive and tim-
er cover washer.  Two 3-48 screws hold the timer onto the
adjusting eccentric and timer arm.  Note  that the longer of
the screws projects thru the timer arm into a milled recess
in the crankcase.  This locates the timer and provides the
retard/advance stops.  Once the screws are removed, the
timer will slip off forward.  The adjusting eccentric and tim-
er arm are retained by a smooth and very stiff lock ring
which fits into a groove in the main bearing.

It is tough to remove, so leave it in place unless you need
to get at the ratchet pawls.  The Contestor has 4 pawls
loaded against the back of the timer arm with small coil
springs set in holes in the crankcase.  The two on the sides
(about even with the mounting lugs) are pointed and en-
gage the knurling on the timer arm providing the ratchet
action.

The two located above and below the main bearing are
rounded and provide balanced friction on the assembly.
The ring can be  pried out using sharpened screwdrivers.
Be careful not to tear up the notch in the  main bearing.
Once the ring is out, the parts will slip off forward.  If the
pawls are  gummed-up,  they may come out by solvent
soaking or application of local heat.  The coil springs can
be fished-out with a piece of hooked wire, 0.018 to  0.020
dia.

FUEL TANK: Fuel tanks are retained by a knurled slotted
nut and  a  long 4-40 spindle thru the centre.  Note that
the D-60S tank is about 1/4" longer than the D-060R tank.

There is a  washer gasket under the spindle nut and a
ring gasket where the tank fits into the backplate recess.

CYLINDER  REMOVAL: Be sure the piston moves easily  in
the cylinder before attempting to unscrew the cylinder.
Also be sure the piston is well down into the cylinder to
prevent twisting the con rod. Since the Contestor has  a
removable head (six  6 -32  screws) you can either use the
wood wrench system with a 1.750 dia. hole, or you can
make up a 2" square x 1/4" thick plate drilled with 6 holes
to fit the head pattern.  Don't attempt to use 2 or 3
screws, use all 6!

Hold the wood wrench (head installed) or plate in a vise
and turn the crankcase.  Bolt the crankcase to a hard-
wood mount if extra leverage is required.  Cylinders are
usually extremely tight and a bit of heat will help  expand
the  aluminum and ease its grip on the cylinder threads.
There will be 1 or more metal ring gaskets on  the cylin-
der base.  SAVE 'EM!!!

HEAD REMOVAL: The head is retained by six 6-32 screws.

The gasket is quite special and should be saved for re-use.
It is hollow copper, filled with a composition material
(probably asbestos).

BACKPLATES: Remove the needle valve assembly before
attempting to remove the backplate.  The D-60S backplate
takes a 1.050" dia. dowel wrench with a 1/4" hole in the
centre and 1/8" wide slot across a diameter to engage the
web.  The D-60R backplate has the drum rotor intake at the
top.  The 1.45" bore wood wrench for this case must have a
1/2" wide slot to clear the intake.  Again, it may be neces-
sary to heat the assembly to soften aged gunk, and there
will be one or more metal gaskets here also. Save them
too.  The drum rotor slips out of the backplate; there are
no washers or spacers.

INTERNALS: With the cylinder and backplate removed, the
internals slide out easily.  The wrist pin has tight-fitting
brass pads.  The con rod is symmetrical front to back and
there are no loose parts on the crankshaft.

RE-ASSEMBLY: Clean up and oil the parts and reverse the
procedure to put her back together.  Be sure the wrist pin
pads are in place, and the wide side of the piston baffle cut
faces the exhaust.  The internal bevel at the bottom of the
cylinder makes insertion of the ringed piston easy.  If your
engine was assembled and aligned properly before you
took it apart, it will go back together again using the same
metal gaskets.  Lubricate the threads and gaskets well then
screw them back together.  Be sure the drum rotor engag-
es the crank pin and turns freely before you tighten the
backplate.

If you are missing gaskets and/or the parts are mis-aligned
on final assembly, go back to my Old Engine Analysis No.6-
Brown Jr. for the detailed procedure to re-gasket the en-
gine.  The Contestor threads are 32 TPI for both backplate
and cylinder giving 0.031" advance per full turn.  Contestor
gaskets are normally copper or aluminum.

FUEL TANK INSTALLATION: Be sure gaskets are in place
and don't over-tighten the spindle nut.  When installing the
needle valve, the fuel atomizer hole should face the cylin-
der (forward) on the D-60S or face the drum rotor (down)
on the D-60R.

TIMER INSTALLATION: If you removed the entire assembly ,
replace the coil springs and ratchet pawls in their proper
holes before installing the timer arm, eccentric adjuster
and snap ring.  If this all goes on and moves easily with the
ratchet clicking, install the timer with two 3-48 screws.  The
longer one fits into a recess in the case to limit timer move-
ment.  Point adjustment is made by loosening the two
screws and moving the eccentric ring right or left as need-

Number 9

The Contestor

OLD ENGINE ANALYSIS
By Charlie Bruce

SAM Speaks # 112  July-August 1993
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ed. point clearance should be 0.006 to 0.010".  Spark plug
gap is 0.010 to 0.015" and the plug is a 3/8"-V size.

PARTS: Other than  reproduction fuel tanks and needle
valves made by Fred Collins, 29 Stewart Ave., Pittsburgh, PA
15227, I know of no source for parts.

TEST RUNS: The fuel formulas on the tank decal call for a 2
to 1 mixture of Ethyl Gasoline and either 70-wt. or castor
oil.

My tests are  on a  2 to  1 unleaded  regular gas and 70-wt.
oil.  The test  engine was not in the best shape.

Contestor  D-60R 14-6 Rev Up 7200 RPM, (no great example)
13-6 Rev Up 8300 RPM,  12-6 Top Flite 9000 RPM

HELPFUL HINT: To make it  easy  to locate the atomizer
hole on the needle valve body on most any engine, file a
tiny  notch  in one end of the body in line with the hole.
Now you can orient  the hole without having to guess
where it is.

NEXT ANALYSIS: DeLong-30

Charlie Bruce
Rt. 1, Box 766
Milano, TX 76556
(512)455-9543
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This model was a big surprise for me.  It is easily adjusted and fairly easy to build.

I can remember when I was just a kid flying small rubber and gas models when I happened to
read Air Trails, March 1940, and was impressed by this unusual B Gas Model.  Although my in-
tention was to build one, I never did at that time.

After many years of flying FAI Models, I finally settled down and came back to my true model
colours, ie, S.A.M. old timer models; can't seem to get enough of it.

I purchased a Klarich Go-Getter kit; the parts and
plans were extremely good quality and I built the
model just as the plans called for.  The engine
cowling was the most difficult part of the model to
build - - make sure to seal up the inside of the can-
opy; I used three coats of K & B epoxy to seal it up
and make three celluloid front covers.  I attached
it to the fuselage with four light tacks of hot

stuff.  I did modify the wing mount hold down by
using dowels at the leading and trailing edges.
The model was covered as follows:  Fuselage - silk,
Wing gas model - silkspan, Stab & rudder - double
Jap tissue, Five coats of nitrate dope

Flying the model is quite easy once it gets going; it
tends to dutch roll from right to left for the first
three or four seconds and then barrel-rolls up to
the right, then "wow", does it get up!

I was asked by Don l3ekins to write an article
about the Go-Getter several months ago and said I
would.  After the success of building and flying the
first model, I pondered a bit about writing about
it, thinking it might have been a fluke and it was
just stupendous luck, so I decided to build another
one just to see if my luck would hold.

Well, I must tell you all that the new one flew as
well as the first, if not better.  It was not a coinci-
dence; it's a damn good model.  Best to anyone
who wants to build one of these things—you're in
for a lot of fun and enjoyment.
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Sportster https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=412

About this Plan
The Sportster Gas Model.  Loutrel Sportster.  Free flight power model.

Quote:  "The Sportster Gas Model.  Plans and suggestions that will enable you to build a simple but fine
flying gas engine.  Duplicated from the original drawings and data through the courtesy of Louis P
Loutrel.

This model was test-flown in Van Cortlandt Park, New York, in April, 1933.  When we reached the field it
was fairly-calm but had started to rain.  By the time everything was in readiness, the model was 'plenty
wet.'  However, we decided to fly it or bust (the model).  Just then it was suggested that I adjust the rud-
der so that the model would circle.  I was sorry later that I hadn't used a little thought before setting that
rudder.

The motor started easily and we released the model with a prayer on our lips.  After bouncing over the
ground for about fifty feet the model started to lift.  When it reached an altitude of six inches a gust of
wind got under the wing and lifted the model to about twenty feet.  At that altitude it started to 'sizzle'
around in an honest-to-goodness vertical bank.  Right then and there I thanked my lucky stars that I had
used the small rudder.

If it hadn't been for that, the rudder would have caused the model to flip over on its side and dive into
the ground.  As it was it came clown a little too fast for comfort.  It made a three point landing (a wing tip,
one wheel and stabilizer tip) which nearly caused our collapse.  After almost having his nose cut off by
the propeller, my 'grease-monkey' cut the switch.  Inventory of the damage amounted to a very dirty and
muddy wing tip and a splintered landing gear fairing.  The Sportster was again adjusted, this time with
the rudder straight for we realized that the torque would cause the model to circle.  The model then
made its first successful flight; four minutes with 3/16 oz of gas.

After being completely recovered and fitted with air wheels the Sportster was taken to the Eastern States
meet at Hadley field.  Here we learned the model circled on the take-off - which caused it to fly into the
crowd that gathered around the runway. One of the enthusiasts sat or jumped (I couldn't tell which) on
the model and tore half the cabin away and about a square foot of paper off the wing.  In spite of this, we
carried the model to the roadway, called a timer and with 1/2 oz of gas in the tank, released the Sportster
on its longest flight to date.  The motor cut out about five minutes after the take-off.  Thirteen minutes
and fifty seconds later after following the model in a car, we saw it land safely in front of a farmhouse.

That day the Sportster was flown more than a dozen times without the slightest damage from flying it.
The average "take off" distance is about six feet..."

Note:  Known variously as the "Loutrel Sportster" and "GHQ Sportster" this is a design by Julis Unrath.
Loutrel and GHQ were both brands of ignition model engines.
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A Dirigible Docking Sta-
tion

A Lightning
Measuring Tool

A TV Tower An Aircraft
Reference Point

TRlVlA
The Mast Of The Empire State Building

Was Originally To Serve As What?

Peter “Condo” Smith from SAM 1788

Shown at the SAM Champs Down-Under

with his Nostalgia model the “FAIson”.

Over
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ANSWER:
A Dirigible Docking Station

In the original plans for the Empire
State Building, the massive mast was
intended to serve as, of all things, a
docking station for dirigible airships.
The investors behind the construc-
tion of the building insisted that it
was a practical investment when, in
reality, it was almost entirely a bid
to out build the Chrysler Building by
204 feet in order to claim the crown
as the tallest building in the world.

Airship captains of the day declared
the idea ludicrous and dangerous.
The closest anyone came to actually
mooring at the mast was a jury-
rigged three-minute connection to
the top of the building in 40-mile-an-hour winds. Beyond that, there was a drop off
of a stack of Evening Journal newspapers via a 100 foot rope and a few simple fly-
bys for publicity photos.

The most popular photo on the subject (and the one seen here) is a composite cre-
ated to promote the idea of an airship docking with the building. By the end of the
year, the mast was turned over to NBC to serve as a television broadcasting tower.

Just got the latest SAM Speaks.   I've got information on the Irvine Diesel for you,
which I hope may save some innocent SAM members serious injury.

All the Irvine engines are well-built, powerful, and their carbs work great — but
they (including the diesel) contain a potentially fatal design weakness.  The way
the prop drive assembly is configured, it can come off without warning.  Voice of
experience talking here!!!

Last year I narrowly escaped being disembowelled by the prop drive assembly of
an Irvine .40.  I had JUST moved aside after starting the machine on my test
stand, when the prop and everything ahead of the front bearing shot past me.
The engine kept running on the
bare shaft — probably turning
up 35,000 rpm — and it took
me a few seconds to collect my
thoughts and shut off the fuel.

Luckily there was no real dam-
age done.  Bu t I then did what I
should have done in the first
place and scrutinized the Ir-
vine's front end design CARE-
FULLY.  The problem lies in the
use of a short threaded stud for
the prop shaft, plus a thin brass
collet fitting into a conical cavi-
ty in the aluminum prop driver
to transfer the engine torque to
the prop.  The collet is sup-
posed to grip the highly-
polished OD of the hardened
steel crankshaft. But as you can
appreciate, the coefficient of
friction between brass and pol-
ished steel isn't high — not to
speak of the effect of an oil film (however thin) between these surfaces.

What I think happens is that the intermittent and bi-directional torque that the
collet-shaft juncture encounters allows the surfaces to "wear in" just enough to
loosen.  When that happens, the stud (which doesn't fit very snugly anyway) can
unscrew — and then the whole front end flies off.

I fixed my own Irvine by completely redesigning the front end and machining a
whole new set of drive parts.  Externally the Irvine still looks stock — but I'm sure
that THIS front end can't come loose  inadvertently!!

IRVINE DIESEL SAFETY PROBLEM
By Joe Wagner - From SAM Speaks # 110  Mar-April 1993
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I  am here and ready to go!

Where’s my Cargo?


